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Abstract The binding behavior of antibacterial drug sulfadi-
azine (SDZ) with water soluble globular proteins like bovine
as well as human serum albumin (BSA and HSA, respective-
ly) and lysozyme (LYS) was monitored by fluorescence titra-
tion and molecular docking calculations. The experimental
data reveal that the quenching of the intrinsic protein fluores-
cence in presence of SDZ is due to the strong interaction in the
drug binding site of the respective proteins. The Stern-Volmer
plot shows positive deviation at higher quencher concentra-
tion for all the proteins and was explained in terms of a sphere
of action model. The calculated fluorophore-quencher dis-
tances vary within 4~11 Å in different cases. Fluorescence
experiments at different temperature indicate thermodynami-
cally favorable binding of SDZ with the proteins with appar-
ently strong association constant (~104–105M−1) and negative
free energy of interaction within the range of −26.0~
−36.8 kJ mol−1. The experimental findings are in good agree-
ment with the respective parameters obtained from best ener-
gy ranked molecular docking calculation results of SDZ with
all the three proteins.
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Introduction

Sulfadiazine (4-amino-N-pyrimidin- 2-yl-benzenesulfonamide,
SDZ) is a short-acting anti-bacterial drug of the parent sulfon-
amide class of synthetic antibiotic compounds. It eliminates
bacteria that cause infections by stopping the production of
folate inside the bacterial cell, and is commonly used to treat
urinary tract infections (UTIs) [1]. Also SDZ, in combination
with an anti-malarial drug pyrimethamine, is frequently used to
treat toxoplasmosis in warm-blooded animals like immuno-
compromised HIV-positive individual patients [2].

The therapeutic use of sulfonamide antibiotics is restricted
in veterinary field because of the health risk associated with
consumption of sulfonamide residue contaminated animal
products [3, 4]. Furthermore, hypersensitive patients who
suffer a reaction after taking a sulfonamide drug are thought
to be at increased allergic risk for other drugs as well [5],
although the mechanism of sulfonamide-related reactions is
poorly understood till date. Also, exposure to sulfonamide
residues to the consumers for prolonged period is known to
cause the development of drug-resistant bacteria [6]. Keeping
these in mind, we have investigated the mechanism of inter-
action of SDZ with model water soluble proteins like bovine
as well as human serum albumins (BSA and HSA, respective-
ly) and lysozyme (LYS) by fluorescence quenching method.

Quenching measurement of intrinsic protein fluorescence
is an important method to investigate the interactions of drugs
with proteins. It can reveal the accessibility of quenchers to
albumin’s fluorophore groups, mainly tryptophan (trp) and/or
tyrosin (tyr), and helps to understand the binding mechanism
of albumins with drugs and provide clues to the essential of
binding phenomenon. In this work, BSA, HSA and LYS are
selected as the model proteins because of their medicinal
importance, low cost, commercial availability, and unusual
ligand-binding properties [7–9]. BSA is 66 kDa protein
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containing two tryptophan residues that possess intrinsic fluo-
rescence, trp212 is located within a hydrophobic binding
pocket of the protein and trp134 is located on the surface of
the molecule [10–12]. The structural homologue HSA is a
protein with the molecular weight of 66,500 containing 585
amino acid residues. However, there is only a single trp
residue within HSA at the position of 214 in domain II, which
makes it very convenient to study the protein intrinsic fluo-
rescence [13–15]. On the other hand, lysozyme is an antimi-
crobial protein widely distributed in various biological fluids
and tissues including avian egg and animal secretions, human
milk, tears, saliva, airway secretions, and secreted by poly-
morphonuclear leukocytes [16]. It has many physiological and
pharmaceutical functions, such as anti-inflammatory, anti-
viral, immune modulatory, anti-histaminic and anti-tumor ac-
tivities [17–21]. So it is extensively used in the pharmaceutical
and food fields. Intriguingly, LYS also has the capacity to
carry drugs and it can cure some illness via the binding with
these drugs. It is a 14.6 kDa single chain protein and is formed
by 129 amino acid residues, including α-helix, β-sheet, turns
and disorder. It contains six trp residues, four disulfide bonds
and three tyrosine molecules in its structure [22–24]. Three of
the trp residues are located at the substrate binding sites, two
in the hydrophobic matrix box, while one is separated from
the others [25]. Among the amino acid residues trp62 and
trp108 are the most dominant fluorophores, both being located
at the substrate binding sites [26].

In view of the multifarious functions of BSA, HSA as well
as LYS and their important practical role from a medicinal
point of view, studies on the interactions between drugs and
these proteins have important meaning on realizing the trans-
port and metabolism process of the drugs, the relationship of
structure and function of proteins, and the chemical essence of
the interaction between biological macromolecule with small
molecule. In this contribution, we report the interaction of
SDZ with these three water soluble proteins by steady state
and time-resolved fluorescence quenching method. Non-
linear variation in fluorescence quenching data at higher
SDZ concentration was modeled by quenching sphere of
action mechanism. Finally, the thermodynamic parameters,
nature of forces responsible for drug binding and location of
the probe in macromolecular architecture were discussed
based on the results of temperature variation experiments as
well as molecular docking studies.

Materials & Methods

Materials

Sulfadiazine (SDZ) powder of purity ≥ 99 % was purchased
from Sigma—Aldrich Chemical Company. Essentially fatty
acid and globulin free, >99 % (agarose gel electrophoresis),

lyophilized powder form of BSA and HSA were used as
obtained from Sigma and USB Corp. USA, respectively.
Chicken egg white LYS, also from USB Corp. USA, was
used as received. For making the buffer solution the analytical
grade type II water (resistivity ~10 MΩ.cm at room tempera-
ture) was obtained from Elix 10 water purification system
(Mil l ipore India Pvt . Ltd.) , crysta l l ine form of
Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane hydrochloride (Trizma-
HCl) was procured from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Pvt and
extra-pure analytical grade of sodium hydroxide pellets were
received from Sisco Research Laboratories (SRL), India. The
samples were dissolved in Trizma-HCl buffer solution
(0.05 M Trizma-HCl and 0.12 M NaOH,) of pH=7.4. The
solution pH was checked with Systronics μ-pH system 361.
The protein concentration in all cases was maintained at
~12 μM; whereas, SDZ concentration was varied from 0 to
0.242 mM in all the experiments. The freshly prepared solu-
tion mixtures were kept about half an hour for settling before
the spectroscopic measurements.

Apparatus & Methods

The experimental methods and data analysis procedure is es-
sentially same as that described elsewhere [27, 28]. Briefly,
steady state absorption measurements were performed in a
Perkin-Elmer model Lambda25 absorption spectrophotometer.
Fluorescence spectral measurements in case of LYS-SDZ sys-
tem was taken in Hitachi FL-4500 spectrofluorimeter; whereas
for BSA and HSA, Quanta Master (QM-40) steady state appa-
ratus obtained from Photon Technology International (PTI) was
used. All the spectra were corrected for the instrument response
function. For fluorescence emission, the sample was excited at
295 nm unless otherwise mentioned, whereas excitation spectra
were obtained by monitoring at the respective emission maxi-
mum. In case of LYS experiment 2.5/5.0 nm excitation/
emission band pass were used to collect the fluorescence emis-
sion. The corresponding parameters for BSA and HSA exper-
iments were 0.2/3 and 0.2/5 nm, respectively. All the measured
spectra were subtracted off from the corresponding sample
blanksmeasured under identical condition. Although SDZ have
insignificant absorption at the trp excitation wavelength used in
this study (295 nm), each fluorescence spectrum (F) of the
protein in presence of different ligand concentration was
corrected for any possible inner filter effect using the following
equation [27].

Fcorr λE;λFð Þ ¼ F λE;λFð Þ � A λEð Þ
Atot λEð Þ ð1Þ

Where, A represents the absorbance of the free protein, and
Atot is the total absorbance of the solution at the excitation
wavelength (λE). The corrected spectrum can be taken as the
contribution only from the protein trp residue. The
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corresponding steady-state data, thus obtained from three
separate experiments, were averaged and further analyzed
using Origin 6.0 (Microcal Software, Inc., USA). The tem-
perature variation experiments were carried out by attaching a
circulatory thermostat bath (MLW, Germany, type U2C) to the
cell holder.

The fluorescence decay curves were obtained by using
295 nm LED excitation in a PicoMaster time correlated single
photon counting (TCSPC) lifetime apparatus (PM-3) supplied
by PTI. The instrument response function (IRF) was obtained
by using a dilute colloidal suspension of dried non-dairy coffee
whitener. The experimentally obtained fluorescence decay
traces I(t), collected at the magic angle (54.7◦) to eliminate
any contribution from the anisotropy decay, were expressed
as a sum of exponentials (Eq. (2)) and analyzed by non–linear
least–square iterative convolution method based on
Lavenberg–Marquardt [29] algorithm as implemented in the
data analysis software (Felix GX version 4.0.3) from PTI.

F tð Þ ¼
X

i
αiexp

−t
τ i

� �
ð2Þ

where, αi is the amplitude of the i th component associated
with fluorescence lifetime τi such that ∑α i=1. The reliability
of fitting was checked by numerical value of reduced chi-
square (χ2), Durbin–Watson (DW) parameter and also by
visual inspection of residual distribution in the whole fitting
range [30].

Molecular Docking

Molecular docking calculations were carried out using
Autodock Vina software [31]. The input parameters for the
proteins and the drug were followed in the similar way de-
scribed earlier [32]. In brief, SDZ structure was obtained from
NCBI database (PubChem compound CID 5215). The input
parameters for the protein structures were downloaded from
the RCSB Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org); PDB ID
for the BSA, HSA and LYS were 3V03, 1AO6 and 2LYZ,
respectively. The UCSF Chimera program (http://www.cgl.
ucsf.edu/chimera) was used to prepare the structures for
input by adding Gasteiger charges and running an energy
minimization using steepest descent method with the
generalized amber force field. The UCSF Chimera program
was also used to remove co-crystallized ligands, crystal waters
and other hetero-atoms (if any) before minimization.
AutoDockTools (ADT) version 1.5.4 was used to add polar
hydrogens to all the protein structures and saved in PDBQT
file format, for input into AutoDock Vina version 1.0.3 (http://
vina.scripps.edu). For the albumins (BSA& HSA), the search
space was defined as a cube 60 Å on each side; whereas for
LYS, the search space was a box with XYZ dimensions of
30 Å×30 Å×30 Å, respectively. Both the search space

dimensions encompass the entirety of the proteins, as is
required for blind docking. The AutoDock Vina parameter
“Exhaustiveness”, which determines how comprehensively
the program searches for the lowest energy conformation,
was set to the default value, eight, for all the docking setups.
Once the blind docking technique was validated, the search
spaces were decreased to encompass only the ligand binding
sites in albumins within 20 Å×20Å×20 Å volume space. The
most favorable docked structure of the protein-ligand complex
was viewed and handled with PyMol software.

Results and Discussion

Quenching of trp Fluorescence in Presence of Sulphadiazine

Intrinsic trp fluorescence of BSA, HSA as well as LYS ap-
pears at 340, 350 and 338 nm, respectively. In all the cases, the
fluorescence intensity is quenched regularly with the addition
of SDZ. Figure 1 shows a representative example of the
fluorescence emission spectra of BSA titrated with different
concentrations of SDZ in pH 7.4 buffer solutions. Comparison
of the normalized fluorescence curves (data not shown) show
no apparent difference in spectral position and width, even on
highest concentration of SDZ addition in the respective cases
while comparing with the protein fluorescence in absence of
any SDZ.

A number of different processes may be responsible to-
wards the quenching of fluorescence, such as, excited state
reaction, molecular rearrangement, collisional quenching and
also the ground state complex formation [33, 34]. Depending
on the chemical nature of both the quenching agent and the

Fig. 1 Variation of trp fluorescence intensity of BSA with increasing
concentrations of SDZ. [SDZ]/μM=0(i), 22(ii), 44(iii), 66(iv), 88(v),
110(vi), 154 (vii), 198 (viii), 242 (ix). Concentration of protein was kept
fixed at 12 μM
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chromophore, a broad distinction can be made between two
forms of quenching: static and dynamic quenching. Static
quenching results from the formation of a non-fluorescent
fluorophore-quencher complex, formed in the ground state.
Characteristic for this type of quenching is that increasing
quencher concentration decreases the fluorescence intensity
or quantum yield but does not affect the fluorescence lifetime.
On the other hand, if the quenchers act by competing with the
radiative deactivation process (e.g. through collisions), the
ratio of the quantum yield in the absence,ϕ0 and the presence,
ϕ (or the fluorescence intensity F0 and F, respectively), of the
quencher will be equal to the ratio of the corresponding
lifetimes, τ0/τ. Nevertheless, the analysis of the quenching
data is normally done by classical Stern-Volmer (SV) relations
given in Eqs. (3) and (4) for the dynamic and static quenching
cases, respectively [33].

ϕ0

ϕ
¼ F0

F
¼ τ0

τ
¼ 1þ KSV Q½ � ¼ 1þ kqτ0 Q½ � ð3Þ

ϕ0

ϕ
¼ F0

F
¼ 1þ KS Q½ �; τ0

τ
¼ 1 ð4Þ

Here, KSV represents the Stern-Volmer quenching constant,
k q is diffusion controlled rate constant for bimolecular
quenching, and [Q] is the quencher concentration. In the static
quenching case, KS is association constant for the
fluorophore-quencher complex. In the inset of Fig. 1, the
variation of F0/F with SDZ concentration is also shown.
Interestingly, the SV plot is linear till [SDZ] ~100 μM and
shows deviation from linearity and moves upward beyond this
concentration in all the proteins. The linear fitting of the
quenching data in the lower concentration regime is shown
by the solid line in the inset of Fig. 1. Interestingly, the
fluorescence quenching behavior and the deviation from lin-
earity remains identical for all the proteins within the experi-
mental temperature range of 298–323 K. The magnitude of
SV quenching constant (KSV) obtained from the slope of this
linear plot is listed in Table 1 for all the proteins. While the
value of KSV is found to be almost constant over the whole
temperature range for albumins (BSA & HSA), there is a

slight decrease in the corresponding value for LYS with in-
crease in temperature (KSV/10

3, M−1=17.6 and 12.1 at 298
and 323 K, respectively). The decrease in KSV at higher
temperature indicates that the additional quenching mecha-
nism responsible for the upward curvature (see below) in the
SV plot is significant at higher concentration of SDZ for LYS
in comparisonwith BSA and/or HSA. Before we discuss more
about the origin of the upward curvature in SV plot, it is worth
noting the effect of SDZ addition on the intrinsic trp fluores-
cence lifetime of the three proteins.

Analysis of trp Fluorescence Lifetime in Presence
of Sulphadiazine

Figure 2 shows the time-resolved data of trp fluorescence
decay for HSA and LYS obtained by exciting the sample at
295 nm and monitoring the fluorescence at the respective
emission maximum. The corresponding data for BSA is al-
most identical to that of HSA. It is seen that in all the three
cases, the experimental data needs more than one exponential
fit to give acceptable statistical parameters. The decay times
and the corresponding amplitude contributions for the two
exponential fitting in BSA and HSA are 2.53 ns (74 %),
6.55 ns (26 %) and 3.43 ns (71 %), 6.67 ns (29 %), respec-
tively. On the other hand for LYS, minimum three exponential
decay function was necessary for adequate fitting of the ex-
perimental decay data. The corresponding fitting parameters
are 0.77 ns (67%), 2.11 ns (31%) and 4.5 ns (3%). The nature
of the fluorescence decay and also the experimentally obtain-
ed parameters are consistent with the literature reported values
[35–38]. Nevertheless, the measured decay represents the
radiative relaxation process of trp fluorophore(s) for these
systems and difference in the fluorescence decay time indi-
cates the difference in location of the trp residue(s) in the
protein structure. The origin of the multiple fluorescence
decay times, even for proteins containing single trp residue,
like in HSA, has attracted considerable attention since almost
four decades ago [39, 40] and till continues to be a topic of
intense research activities [41]. It is now more or less accepted
that the multi-exponential trp fluorescence decay is mainly the
outcome of fluorophore heterogeneity resulting from the

Table 1 Quenching constants
(KSV) for the linear part of the
Stern-Volmer plot at different tem-
peratures for BSA, HSA and LYSa

a KSV values are represented in
the unit of 103 M−1 , the error
limit indicates the confidence in-
terval in three independent mea-
surements; Standard deviation
(S.D.) and correlation coefficient
(R) is also given in each case

Temperature (K) BSA HSA LYS

KSV S.D. R KSV S.D. R KSV S.D. R

298 8.76±0.41 0.03 0.99 8.69±0.37 0.02 0.99 17.59±1.3 0.12 0.99

303 9.18±0.37 0.03 0.99 8.75±0.17 0.02 0.99 18.62±1.1 0.12 0.99

308 8.87±0.37 0.03 0.98 8.76±0.24 0.01 0.98 16.07±0.66 0.07 0.99

313 8.91±0.45 0.04 0.99 8.95±0.25 0.02 0.99 15.56±0.52 0.05 0.99

318 8.86±0.45 0.04 0.98 8.90±0.24 0.02 0.98 14.50±0.45 0.04 0.99

323 9.00±0.41 0.03 0.98 9.02±0.28 0.02 0.98 12.12±0.85 0.07 0.99
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formation of several microstates and is related to either a
rotamer [42, 43] or an exciplex model [44]. Nevertheless,
the average fluorophore lifetime (τav) can be expressed in
terms of fractional contribution (fi) of each decay time to the
steady state intensity [30] as

τav ¼
X

i
f iτ i ¼

X
iαiτ2iX
iaiτ i

ð5Þ

We have calculated the τav from the measured fluorescence
decay data in all the three proteins with different

concentrations of SDZ. It was found that τav practically re-
mains constant (τav=4.53, 4.82 and 1.9 ns for BSA, HSA and
LYS, respectively) over the whole range of quencher concen-
tration (Fig. 3). The detail tabulation of the fluorescence decay
data in each quencher concentration for all three proteins is
given in Table 2. The non-variance of fluorescence decay data
confirms the static quenching mechanism in all these cases.
Therefore, the slope obtained from the linear fitting of the low
quencher concentration data (inset of Fig. 1) is representative
of KS as obtained from Eq. (4).

Upward Curvature in S-V Plots

Positive deviations in SV plot of trp fluorescence quenching
suggests the involvement of additional quenching process at
higher concentration of SDZ. This additional mechanism may
be related to the presence of a quenching sphere that dimin-
ishes the fraction of fluorescing molecules [45–48]. This
model [45] assumes that, if the quencher is situated inside a
spherical volume V adjacent to the fluorophore, an instanta-
neous quenching of the excited fluorophore by a quencher
takes place without the need for diffusion-controlled collision-
al interaction (for dynamic quenching case) or the formation
of a pure ground state complex (for static quenching mecha-
nism). The probability for the quencher to be inside this
volume at the time of excitation depends on the volume (V)
itself and also on the quencher concentration, [Q]. The prob-
ability of this additional quenching, defined by the Poisson
distribution, is introduced into the linear SV equation to give
the following relations that describe all these quenching pro-
cesses [45, 49].

F0

F
¼ 1þ KP Q½ �f g � eVq: Q½ � ð6Þ

a

IRF

b

IRF

Fig. 2 Time-resolved fluorescence decay traces (open circle) of HSA (a)
and LYS (b) in buffer solution of pH 7.4 along with the fitting data (solid
line) and instrument response function (IRF) (λexc=295 nm). Distribution
of weighted residual and autocorrelation function as well as numerical
values of reduced chi-square (χ2) andDurbin-Watson (D.W.) parameter is
also shown for different fitting functions

Fig. 3 Variation of average trp fluorescence decay time (τav) of BSA,
HSA and LYS with increasing concentration of SDZ
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Vq ¼ NA � V ¼ NA � 4

3
πR3

S ð7Þ

Here, KP is quenching constant related to the linear portion
of the SV plot and RS is the radius of quenching sphere. The
experimental data points are nicely fitted with the simulated
curve using Eq. (6) as shown for different cases in figure 1S
(a-c) of the supplementary material. The calculated value for
the radius of the quenching sphere is ~10.4 Å and ~10.9 Å for
HSA and BSA, respectively at 298 K. However, for LYS, the
corresponding parameter is found to be ~12.0 Å. The values
are somewhat greater than the sum of the estimated radii of the
trp (fluorophore) and SDZ (quencher) molecule. However, it
is already reported in the literature that the quenching partners
not necessarily to be in close contact for the quenching sphere
model to operate [49]. This is due to the fact that once the
quencher is inside the sphere it can diffuse through the dis-
tance separating the fluorophore and the quencher during
excitation and still show the transient effect. Interestingly,
the magnitude of RS increases about 10 % with change in
temperature from 298 K to 318 K. This observation is consis-
tent if it is hypothesized that with increase in temperature, the
quencher can cover even a longer distance to show the tran-
sient effect.

Binding Constants and Number of Binding Sites

For static quenching, we can deduce the binding constant (K)
resulting from the formation of ground state complex between
fluorophore and the quencher. As discussed before the intrin-
sic tryptophan fluorescence quenching of the proteins by SDZ
follow mostly static type of interaction, we can deduce the
binding constant (K) which is calculated by using the follow-
ing method.

If there are similar and independent binding sites present in
the macromolecular host molecules (M), then the binding of
SDZ (quencher, Q) can be described by the following equi-
librium [50]:

M þ nQ⇌M…::Qn ð8Þ

M….Qn is the complex between the fluorophore and the
quencher. The apparent binding or association constant is
given by

K ¼ M…::Qn½ �
M½ � � Q½ �n ð9Þ

If the overall amount of bio-macromolecule (bound and
unbound) is [M]0, then [M]0 = [M….Qn] + [M]. Given that
[M]/[M]0 = F/F0, we can write

log
F0−F
F

� �
¼ logK þ nlog Q½ � ð10Þ

From the slope and intercept of the simulated linear plot
using the above equation, the binding constant, K and number
of binding sites, n can be obtained for different protein/SDZ
combination at various temperatures. The corresponding
values are displayed in Table 3. The representative plots for
all the three proteins at different temperatures are displayed in
supplementary section (Figs. 2S, 3S and 4S).

The binding constant value (K/104 M−1) for HSA, BSA
and LYS with SDZ are found to be approximately 3.6, 4.2 and
20.1, respectively. The magnitude of n in case of albumins
varies within the range 1.15±0.05. Efficient quenching of trp
fluorescence in presence of the drug clearly indicates a strong

Table 2 Fluorescence decay time (τ) of BSA, HSA and LYS titrated with different concentrations of SDZ. The excitation wavelength is 295 nm and the
emission monitored at the respective fluorescence maxima.a

[SDZ], μM BSA HSA LYS

τ1 (a1) τ2 (a2) τav τ1 (a1) τ2 (a2) τav τ1 (a1) τ2 (a2) τ3 (a3) τav

0 2.5 (74) 6.5 (26) 4.4 3.4 (71) 6.7 (29) 4.9 0.8 (67) 2.1 (31) 4.0 (3) 1.7

22 2.3 (64) 6.2 (36) 4.7 3.6 (73) 6.7 (27) 4.8 0.8 (63) 2.1 (34) 4.1 (3) 1.8

44 2.5 (73) 6.5 (27) 4.4 3.6 (72) 6.6 (28) 4.9 0.7 (56) 1.8 (39) 3.6 (6) 1.8

66 2.4 (74) 6.4 (26) 4.4 3.8 (80) 7.0 (20) 4.8 0.8 (62) 2.1 (36) 4.7 (2) 1.8

88 2.6 (73) 6.5 (27) 4.5 3.7 (76) 6.8 (24) 4.8 1.1 (70) 2.4 (29) 4.8 (1) 1.9

110 3.1 (76) 6.7 (24) 4.6 3.8 (79) 6.9 (21) 4.9 0.9 (61) 2.2 (37) 4.4 (2) 1.9

154 3.1 (74) 6.6 (26) 4.6 3.9 (84) 7.3 (16) 4.7 0.9 (54) 2.0 (41) 4.0 (5) 1.9

198 3.2 (76) 6.7 (24) 4.6 4.0 (87) 7.5 (13) 4.8 1.2 (73) 2.6 (27) 6.6 (1) 2.0

242 3.4 (78) 6.8(22) 4.6 4.1 (88) 7.5 (12) 4.8 0.9 (51) 2.0 (43) 3.9 (6) 2.0

a The decay times (τ/ns) are within the error limit ±0.1 ns; the values in parenthesis are the corresponding amplitudes (in %); τav indicates the average
lifetime (ns) calculated using Eq. (5)
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interaction between trp and SDZ of all the proteins. In the
albumins, trp-214 is located in sub-domain IIA, which is a
well-characterized binding cavity for small organic molecules.
Also, it indicates that SDZ interact with trp-214 only. In case
of BSA, although it contains two tryptophan molecules, the
other tryptophan residue (trp-134, located in domain – I)
remains inaccessible to the water soluble ligands. On the other
hand, relatively higher value of n (1.40±0.10) in case LYS
indicates mutual interaction from both the trp residues (trp62
and trp108) in the ligand binding site with SDZ. It is interest-
ing to note the variation of K value with increase in temper-
ature for the three different proteins (Table 3). While the
magnitude of K in HSA increases only by a factor of ~1.4
by increasing the temperature from 298 K to 323 K, the
corresponding increase is ~3.5 and ~4.5 times in the cases of
BSA and LYS, respectively. As discussed above, both BSA
and LYS contains multiple trp residues in the binding cavity in
contrast to a single trp residue for HSA. The difference in the
increase in K values in the former cases can be regarded as due
to some positive cooperative effect in the binding process at
elevated temperature. Similar observation was also reported
recently [27], where it was shown that the chemiluminescent
probe luminol binds cooperatively only in the ligand binding
domain of BSA but not in HSA.

Thermodynamics of Protein-SDZ Interaction: Nature
of Forces Responsible for the Association

The interaction forces between drugs and bio-molecules may
include electrostatic interactions, formation of multiple hydro-
gen bonds, van der Waals interaction, hydrophobic and steric
contacts within the antibody binding site etc. [51]. The sign
and magnitude of the thermodynamic parameters can account
for the main factor(s) responsible towards the stability of
drug—protein complex [52]. In order to elucidate the nature
of the binding interaction of SDZ with proteins, the thermo-
dynamic parameters were calculated using van’t Hoff relation
[53]. Assuming the change in enthalpy (ΔH) for the protein-
ligand binding process to be insignificant over the temperature

range studied, the association constant (K) and the change in
other thermodynamic parameters with temperature can be
written by following relations:

logK ¼ ΔS

2:303R
−

ΔH

2:303RT
ð11Þ

ΔG ¼ ΔH−T :ΔS ð12Þ

The enthalpy (ΔH) and entropy (ΔS) change was calcu-
lated from the slope and intercept of the van’t Hoff plot at six
different temperatures, within 298 to 323 K range; whereas,
Gibb’s free energy change (ΔG) can be estimated from
Eq. (12). The representative plots are shown in Fig. 4 and all
the thermodynamic parameters are collected in Table 4.

The negative value of the free energy change (ΔG) is
indicative of a spontaneous binding of these ligands to the
proteins. Further, this exothermic process is accompanied by
positive ΔS values in all the cases. A positive ΔS value is
often indicative of a hydrophobic mechanism in drug—pro-
tein interaction [52]. Specific electrostatic interaction among

Table 3 Association constant
(K) and number of binding sites
(n) obtained from the double-log
plot of interaction of SDZ with
BSA, HSA and LYS at different
temperaturesa

a K values are represented in the
unit of 104 M−1 ; Standard devia-
tion (S.D.) and correlation coeffi-
cient (R) is also given in each case

Temp

BSA HSA LYS

K n S.D. R K n S.D. R K n S.D. R

298 4.23 1.2 0.02 0.99 3.57 1.2 0.03 0.99 20.12 1.3 0.12 0.99

303 4.99 1.1 0.03 0.99 4.06 1.1 0.03 0.99 29.84 1.3 0.12 0.99

308 6.60 1.2 0.03 0.99 3.57 1.1 0.04 0.98 47.03 1.4 0.07 0.99

313 9.85 1.2 0.03 0.99 4.19 1.1 0.05 0.99 45.49 1.4 0.05 0.99

318 11.93 1.2 0.02 0.99 4.46 1.1 0.04 0.99 64.41 1.4 0.04 0.99

323 14.65 1.2 0.03 0.99 5.00 1.1 0.04 0.99 89.71 1.5 0.07 0.99

Fig. 4 van’t Hoff plot for the binding of SDZ with BSA, HSA and LYS
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ionic species in solution is characterized by positive ΔS and
negative ΔH values; whereas, negative entropy and enthalpy
changes indicate the importance of van derWaals force as well
as hydrogen bond formation. From the results displayed in
Table 4, it is clear that the hydrophobic interaction plays the
major role in SDZ binding in all the cases. Interestingly, the
net entropy change in the case of BSA and LYS is almost
twice than that in HSA. This may be due to the fact that the
binding in HSA is mostly in the single binding site (domain
IIA) and the resulting interaction is due to the presence of only
one trp in the protein. Recent report on the interaction of
sodium sufadiazine with HSA also predicts the involvement
of sub-domain IIA as the principal binding region [54].
However, in case of both the BSA and LYS, the interaction
is stronger due to the presence and involvement of more than
one trp sites with the drug molecule. The present argument is
also manifested in lower values of the binding constant (K),
number of binding sites (n) and free energy change (ΔG) in
HSA (Tables 3 and 4) in comparison with BSA and LYS.
Nevertheless, the whole binding process is considered as
entropy driven in all the cases and the increase in entropy
due to the ligand binding might be due to the destruction of the
protein secondary structure.

Molecular Docking Studies

The best energy ranked results of SDZ binding with BSA and
LYS are shown in Fig. 5. The binding result for HSA and the
orientation of the drug (SDZ) is quite similar to that in case of
BSA. The modeling results suggested that SDZ interacts with
both the albumins (BSA & HSA) at site I in subdomain IIA,
and the interaction between them was mainly dominated by a
hydrophobic force, which was in agreement with the binding
mode proposed in thermodynamic analysis. Furthermore, the
docking results show that the location of SDZ is ~10.8 Å from
the trp214 in HSA (for BSA, it is ~10.1 Å from trp213);
whereas, the distance ranges within 4.1~6.7 Å from the three
trp residues in the binding site of LYS. These results provide a

good structural basis to explain the fluorescence quenching of
the proteins in presence of SDZ and in nice agreement with the
calculated distance parameters from the Stern-Volmer plots,

Table 4 Relative thermodynamic parameters for the interaction of SDZ with BSA, HSA and LYSa

Temp

BSA HSA LYS

ΔG ΔH ΔS ΔG ΔH ΔS ΔG ΔH ΔS

298 −26.0±0.2 48.4±4.1 0.25±0.01 −26.0±0.3 10.3±0.2 0.12±0.01 −30.4±0.3 45.1±5.8 0.25±0.01

303 −27.2±0.1 −26.6±0.2 −31.7±0.2
308 −28.5±0.1 −27.2±0.1 −32.9±0.1
313 −29.8±0.1 −27.8±0.2 −34.2±0.1
318 −31.0±0.1 −28.4±0.1 −35.5±0.1
323 −32.2±0.2 −29.1±0.2 −36.8±0.2

a Gibb’s free energy (ΔG) and enthalpy (ΔH) changes are given in kJ mol−1 and entropy (ΔS) change is given in kJ mol−1 K−1

Fig. 5 Minimum energy docking structure of SDZ with BSA (a) and
LYS (b). The zoomed representation of the orientation of the drug (SDZ)
and the distance (Å) from the tryptophan (trp) residues in the binding site
is also given in each case
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particularly for albumins. However for LYS, the difference
between the experimental and calculation data indicates a
more complex nature of interaction between the fluorophore
and SDZ, possibly due to the presence of three tryptophan
moieties in close vicinity at the binding site. Nevertheless, the
free energy change of binding (ΔG) obtained from the
docking simulations was −29.9, −30.5 and −27.6 kJ mol−1,
for BSA, HSA and LYS respectively which are in good
agreement with the experimentally obtained values. The little
difference between these two results may be due to exclusion
of solvent in docking simulations and/or rigidity of the recep-
tor other than tryptophan.

Conclusions

The interaction between model water soluble proteins like
bovine and human serum albumins (BSA and HSA, respec-
tively) and lysozyme (LYS) with sulfadiazine (SDZ) were
studied by monitoring the intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence
quenching of proteins in presence of the ligand at different
temperatures. The results show that the binding pattern of
SDZ is similar in all the proteins indicating a preferential
interaction at the hydrophobic sites of protein residue. The
binding interaction is relatively strong with an apparent asso-
ciation constant ~104 M−1 and responsible for the efficient trp
fluorescence quenching. Estimation of thermodynamic pa-
rameters indicates that the spontaneous complexation occurs
through an entropy driven pathway. The structural basis of
fluorescence quenching and the calculated thermodynamic
parameters were corroborated with molecular docking calcu-
lation results. The knowledge of interaction can lead to better
understanding of the mechanism of sulfonamide related reac-
tion in warm blooded animals and also binding as well as
transport properties of these model proteins toward the widely
used anti-bacterial drug like SDZ at the molecular level.
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